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For entire functions of the form x,:=0 a,,e”~‘z” where the 0, are integers satisfying 
the Hadamard gap condition it is proved that Wiman’s inequality can be improved 
to M(r) <p(r) (log p(r))‘@ (log log p(r))‘+‘, for almost every I and all r except a 
set E,?(t) of finite logarithmic measure. ‘?*’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Wiman [9] proved that any entire function f(z) =C,“=0 a,z” with 
maximum modulus M(r) = maxi=, = r IS(z)1 and maximal term p(r) = 
max, janI rn satisfies 
M(r) < p(r)(log p(r))“*+“, (1.1) 
for all 6 > 0 and all 0 < r < cc except a set Eh of finite logarithmic measure 
(Sk0 (W-1 < cf2 ). 
In Rosenbloom [6] an elegant probabilistic method was introduced 
which used the theory of exponential families and Chebyshev’s inequality 
to obtain a sharper form of Wiman’s theorem 
M(r)6p(r)(logp(r))1’2 (loglog~(r))‘+” (1.2) 
for all 6 > 0 and all 0 < r < co except a set E, of finite logarithmic measure. 
Just by considering e’, one can see that (1.2) is the best possible result as 
far as the exponent of log p(r) is concerned. 
This is in contrast to the result of Levy [S] on random entire functions, 
f(Z, w) = f u,,e’~~(~~)Zn, (1.3) 
?I=0 
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where e,(o) are independent uniformly distributed random variables on 
[0, 27~1. Under a regularity condition on f(z) (satisfied when a,, = l/n!), 
Levy was able to show that with probability one, 
M(r, o)<p(r) (log I*(r))“4+6 (1.4) 
for all 6 > 0 and all 0 <r < cc except a set E,(o) of finite logarithmic 
measure. 
Building on the technique of Rosenbloom, Erdos, and RCnyi [l] (1969) 
were able to remove the regularity restrictions in Levy’s theorem and to 
obtain for (1.3) the sharper result that with probability one, 
Mr, 0) ,< Ar) (log Ar))“” (log log Ar))’ +’ (1.5) 
for all 6 >O and all 0 <r < cc except a set E,(W) of finite logarithmic 
measure. 
The objective of this article is to establish the analog of the Erdos-Rtnyi 
theorem for the class of entire functions 
f(z, t) = f a,e”%” (1.6) 
n = 0 
where 8, is a fixed sequence of integers satisfying the Hadamard gap con- 
dition e,, + Jo,, 3 q > 1 for n 2 0. Explicitly, we have 
THEOREM 1. If f(z) = C,“=, a,,~” is entire and 8, are positive integers 
satisfying en+ #I,, > q > 1, then for any 6 > 0 and for almost every t the 
maximum modulus of (1.6) M(r, t) = max,,, Jf(z, t)l, satisfies 
M(r, t) < p(r) (log Ar))“” (log log Ar))“’ (1.7) 
fbr all 0 < r-~ 00 except a set EJt) of finite logarithmic measure. 
This result will be obtained as a corollary to a slightly stronger one 
which is also analogous to a theorem of Erdos and RCnyi [ 11. This 
time the bound on M(r) is expressed in terms of S(r), where 
S2(r)=C;Eo la,,l*r*“. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f(z) =C;Z0 a,z” is entire and 8, are integers 
satisfying t3,, ,/e, > q > 1 for all n E Z +. There exists a constant c (not 
depending on r or t) such that for almost every t, 
M(r, t) Q cS(r) (log log p(r))“’ 
for all 0 < r < CC except a set E,(t) of finite logarithmic measure. 
(1.8) 
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To see that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 we note that Rosenbloom’s 
inequality (1.5) applied tof,(z) = C,“=, la,( z” implies 
s*(r)dP(r) f I I a, r” <p*(r) (log /L(r))‘.* (log log P(T))’ +d (1.9) 
?, = 0 
for all ~4: E&. By (1.8), we then have 
M(r, t) < cp(r) (log p(r))“” (log log p(r))’ +h’2 (1.10) 
for all r 4 E, u E,(t) = Ek(t), and this inequality is equivalent to (1.7). 
It therefore remains only to prove Theorem 2. For this there are basically 
two steps. The first of these is the derivation of a maximal inequality, and 
the second is an interpolation argument. These are carried out in Sections 2 
and 3. In Section 4 a probabilistic argument is used to show that 
Theorem 3 is essentially best possible. 
As a last introductory point, one should note that the results of the 
present paper are more in the domain of Wiman’s inequality and it’s 
extensions rather than in the explicit domain of random series as typified 
by the work of Kahane [4] which would now be considered the standard 
reference in the theory of random series. 
Two relevant works, which were not covered in Kahane [4], are 
Takafumi [7, S] where progress is reported on the behavior of random 
series with gaps. A recent work on the non-probabilistic growth aspects of 
analytic functions is Juneja and Kapoor [3]. That work develops a sharper 
form of Wiman’s inequality than that given by Rosenbloom [6], and it 
provides exercises which explore the senses in which their sharper 
inequality cannot be improved. Juneja and Kapoor [3] do not consider 
random series and they do not pursue the work begun in Erdos and 
Renyi [ 11. The sharpest inequalities in the non-random case are of 
necessity less sharp than the Erdos-Renyi inequality (1.5). 
II. MAXIMAL INEQUALITY 
For brevity and to stress the parellel with the probabilistic methods of 
Erdijs and Renyi [ 11, we write P(A) = (27~) ’ jA dt for any Bore1 
A c [0, 2~1. For any function f(t), A = {f(t) > 2) will be used to 
abbreviate A = { 0 < t < 271: ,f(t) > 1). Before proving our maximal 
inequality we establish a result of large deviation type for lacunary 
polynomials. The technique used depends on an elegant representational 
device due to Jakubowski and Kwapien [2]. 
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LEMME 2.1. For any q > 1 there are constants A, and B, (depending only 
on q) such that any positive integers nk, 1 6 k 6 N, which sati.yfy nk + Jnk 2 q, 
we have for any complex numbers ak, 
Proof: To begin with, we will suppose that the ak are real and that 
q > 2. In this case, we note that the sum of the elements of each of the 2N 
subsets of {n,, n,,..., nN) are distinct. For each 1 <k 6 N we let rk(u) 
denote the kth Rademacher function, i.e., rk(u) = sign(sin 2%ro) for 
0606 1. Now we let 
(2.2) 
and note that f(w, t) is a probability density with respect to the product 
measure dodP, i.e., f(o, t) 2 0 and j? s; f(o, t) dw dP = 1. 
The point of introducing (2.2) is the representation 
1 
I 
cosn,t= rk(m) .f(w 0 dm 
0 
which yields the basic identity 
k=l 
2 akrk(u)) f(W, t) dw. 
k=l 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
By Markov’s inequality, (2.4), and Jensen’s inequality (respectively) we 
have for all c( > 0. 
(2.5) 
The Rademacher functions are independent when viewed as random 
variables so recalling e -.’ + e’ 6 2er2 and setting S2 = Cr=, ai one has 
k=l k-l 
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Since also e”’ < ePY + e’, (2.5) and (2.6) yield 
’ 
(I 
<2exp(!x2sz-d), 
k=l 
(2.7) 
SO choosing LX to minimize the exponent yields an upper bound of 
2 exp( -%‘/4S2). 
This completes the proof of the lemma in case of real ak and q > 2. In 
fact it shows A, = 2 and B, = 2 suffice for that case. For ak still real but for 
1 <q f 2, we need to choose a new integer s such that qs > 2, e.g., 
s = [(log,q) -‘] + 1. We now write 
fj a,cosn,t=‘i’ C ak cos nk t, (2.8) 
kz, 1=0 kEfmod.5 
and note by our result for q >, 2 that by (2.7) and Schwarz’s inequality 
‘,,!, Cl 
2 N 
ak cos nkt 2 A2 C ai 
k=l ! 
\-I 
(I 
2 
<CPs 1 ak cos nk t >, i2 a: 
;=o k-/mods = > k=jmod.$ 
< 2s exp( -A2/4s). 
This completes the proof of the lemma for real ak and specifies the values of 
A, and B,. The inequality \U + iu( d $ max( 1x1, [y( ) shows that the real 
case of (2.1) suffices to imply the complex case. 1 
We can now prove our basic maximal inequality. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any q > 1 there is a constant cq, b (depending only on q 
and /3) such that we have the following: 
For all complex numbers ck, 1 < k < N, a n a positive integers nk satisfy- d II 
ing nk + , /nk > q we have 
P 
where S2 = CF= , (ck ( 2. 
ProojI We let M be a positive integer and set d,.= 2xjjM for 
,j= 0, l)...) M- I. By Schwarz’s inequality and the fact that 
(era - e”‘( B (a - h( for real a, h; we have 
I I 
N 
COS nk t d max C ckeik)l cos nk t + ~~cSM-‘N~‘~. 
OG<M k=, 
(2.11) 
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Choosing A4 = [47cN3/*A; l I] + 1 then setting ,i. = 2Ja log N (for 
N > 3) one can simplify the inequalities 
ckeik)l cos nk t > A,SA - 27&M- ‘N3”2 
/ 
(2.12) 
in order to obtain (2.10) for 0 < @ < !.I - 5. Since c1> 0 is arbitrary the proof 
is complete. 1 
Remark. The preceding result for cos nk t is just as valid for sin nk t, so 
in (2.10) we can replace cos nkt by exp(in, t) at the expense of replacing 
c Y. 13 by ‘k,. 8. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
First we give an interpolation argument which parallels Erdos and 
Renyi [ 11 although we deal directly with S instead of p. 
For a given entiref(z) = x,“=. a,~,, we setf,(z) = C;LZo la,] zn and let ES 
denote the exceptional set in Rosenbloom’s inequality (1.2) as applied to 
f,(z). Without loss of generality we can assume EC5 is the union of disjoint 
open intervals (a,, h,), 1 <j< co. Next, we set S*(r)=C,“=, la,12r2” and 
proceed to define recursively a sequence {rk} of interpolation nodes for 
S(r). 
Given rk we let r,“=inf{r: log S(r) > 1 +log S(r,)}. If rz$ E, we let 
r k+r=rz, but ifr~E~,=(a,,bj)forsomejwefet rk+,=aiand rk+Z=b,. 
To begin the construction we can just take r,=O. 
The main properties of {rkl are 
r,#Ea, for all 0 < k < CD, (3.1) 
log S(rk) > [WI, (3.2) 
log S(rk + 1) = 1 + log S(rk) if the interval (rk, rk + r) contains 
any point not in E,. (3.3) 
We will first check that to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that there 
is a constant co such that for almost every t E [0,27r] there is Q N(t) such 
that 
for all k 3 N(t). 
(3.4) 
409/‘123:2-17 
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To see why (3.4) implies Theorem 2 take I’ E ( rk, I k + , ) ~1 E:,, and note bq 
monotonicity and Rosenbloom’s inequality that 
M(rt t) < foS(r, + , Nlw log P(Yk + I ))‘f2 
< (‘(@(r,)(log log S(r, , ,))I’2 
<c,eS(r,){log(l +logS(r,))f’:’ 
<c,,e.%rA){log(l +~log~(r,)+logf,(r,)))‘!’ 
-c c,,rS(r,){log( I + log p(rk) + $ log log p(r) 
+ ( 1 + 6) log log log p(r)) )‘I’. (3.5) 
The last term in (3.5) is clearly majorized by c,S(r)(loglogp(r))“* for 
L’, = cot? and all r > R, where R does not depend on t (only on p). This 
completes the argument that Theorem 2 follows from (3.4). 
To establish (3.4) we first note that for any A(r) and C(r) that 
(3.6) 
We consider a random variable X with P(X=n)= la,/ r-“/f,(r) and take 
A(r)= E(X) and C(r)= TB(r), where B*(r)=Var A’. Then by the 
Chebyshev and Rosenbloom inequalities one has 
lx IQ,,/ r” G.f’,(r)/T* 
III 4tr)l 2 rmr1 
d p(r)(log p(r))“4(10g log p(r))’ +b/T2 (3.7) 
for all r$E,j. Letting T’=logp(r) we see 
c la,,1 rn d p(r) d S(r) (3.8) 
/PI A( b TB(r) 
for all r $ El, = E, u [0, ro] for some rO. To make (3.8) useful we note that 
Rosenbloom (1962) showed that 
E= (r: B2(r)>logf,(r)(loglogf’,(r))2+6} 
has finite logarithmic measure (cf. Erdijs and Rknyi [ 1, p. 501). Without 
loss of generality we can assume that E is contained in the exceptional set 
E, of (3.1) and that 
1 < B*(r,) < (log p(rk))’ +h (3.9) 
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for all rk, k 2 k,. So, for such k, we have 
(log j~(r~))‘l’ < C(r,) = TB(r,) 6 (log p(rk))’ +” 
and by Lemma 2.2 (and the subsequent remark) by taking N = 
[(log p(rk))’ +‘I’] + 1 we have 
3 2c,,,( 1 + 6) S(r,)(log log p(rk))“’ 
> 
(3.10) d (log I*(rk)) “. 
Now since t-/i $ Eh we have 
~(rl,)~S(r,)dl*(rk)“2fi(rk)“2 
6 fi(rk)(log p(r,))“8(log log ~(rx))“2+hir, (3.11) 
so, in particular, 
log Ark) < log S(r,) d 2 log ArkI (3. 
for all k greater than some k, . Choosing /I = 2 and applying (3.10), (3. 
and the Borel-Cantelli lemma we have for almost every 0 < t < 271 that 
12) 
12) 
max c a,e”‘(rE exp( iO,, t) 
ocf#,G2n 1,7-,4(r)l2C‘(r) 
d (1 + 6) ca.,S(rkNlog log Ark))“’ (3.13) 
for all k>k(t). By (3.6), (3.8), (3.13) and the basic reduction (3.4) the 
proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 1 
IV. BEST POSSIBLE 
We will now sketch the proof that Theorem 1 cannot be improved as far 
as the exponent of log p(r) is concerned. This follows from the con- 
sideration of 
(4.1) 
where 0,(w) are independent random variables which defined on a 
probability triple (Q, F, v) and which are uniformly distributed on [0, 27~1. 
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The 8, are the lacunary integers used earlier. The main observation is that 
for any t E [0, 2x3 the random variables X, = e’“n(“‘)e’on’ are again i.i.d. 
bounded random variables with mean zero, so by (a mild generalization of) 
the assertion of Erdos and Renyi [ 1, p. 481, we have for all t 
lim M(r, 0, t)/p(r)(log p(r))-‘+ ‘I4 = cc 
r - % (4.2) 
for all E > 0 and all o E Q,,, with v(Q,,) = 1. By Fubini’s theorem the set 
A = {(w, t): lim,, c*l M(r,o, t)/,u(r)(logp(r))pC+“4=co} has vx(dt/2n) 
measure 1, and consequently we can find a section A,,, = 
A n {(CD, t): o = wO) which has dt/27c measure 1. The choice J’(z, o,,,) thus 
provides an example of a function which shows the exponent of log p(r) in 
Theorem 1 cannot be taken as i-6, E > 0. 
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